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Chapter 161 - Peek At Lin Rouxi 

This groaning sound wasn’t too big, if Ye Chen wasn’t a cultivator maybe he wouldn’t hear this voice. 

Ye Chen was quite surprised to hear the moans from inside Lin Rouxi’s room, actually what teacher Lin 

Rouxi was doing. 

out of curiosity Ye Chen wanted to look inside, but this door was locked, Ye Chen had to use his strength 

to force open this door. 

Ye Chen slightly opened the gap in the door, he peeked at what was in Lin Rouxi’s room, when he looked 

inside, he was very surprised, right now teacher Lin Rouxi was entertaining herself. 

when Lin Rouxi’s suit was rolled up, a purple bra wrapped around Lin Rouxi’s two mountains, Lin Rouxi’s 

two peaks developed quite well. 

Currently Lin Rouxi was holding one of the mountain peaks with one hand, the other hand was currently 

playing with the bottom. 

Being blocked by the table, Ye Chen could not see what Lin Rouxi’s other hand was doing under the 

table, certainly Lin Rouxi’s hand was playing on the private part. 

Lin Rouxi who usually looks quite proud, now looks like a lustful woman. 

"Ah. . . . . . . "Lin Rouxi groaned again, she felt a quite extraordinary sensation when touching her own 

body. 

Lin Rouxi did not know when she became like this, she felt like a woman with a passion. 

As a lonely adult woman, Lin Rouxi often made the idea of finding a man for herself. 

But Lin Rouxi didn’t really like having a close relationship with a man. 

all that changed when Lin Rouxi met with Ye Chen, Ye Chen was able to get her attracted by the love 

relationship between men and women. 

Too bad Ye Chen was her own student, such a relationship would not be acceptable to Lin Rouxi. 

Moreover Ye Chen already had a woman namely Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan Lin Linxi already regarded as 

her younger sister, there was no way Lin Rouxi would damage their relationship. 

Lin Rouxi began to remember what had happened that night, she saw Ye Chek’s large object entering 

and entering Zhao Yanyan’s mouth. 

How would it feel if that same object entered her body, would it hurt or be pleasant. 

Lin Rouxi had read in a book describing adult relationships. in the book it says the bigger the objects of 

men, the taste will be very enjoyable for women. 

"Geez, why did I become like this, have I become a lustful woman?" Lin Rouxi began to be a little 

confused with herself. 



"Ah. . . . ,Ah. . . . . . ,Ah. . . . . . ,Ah. . . . . . "I want that big thing." Lin Rouxi began to mumble, her hands 

were playing very hard with her own body parts. 

Ye Chen who peeked from the small gap began to drool, he had no idea that Lin Rouxi who was normally 

proud would have a nasty side like this. 

Seeing this Ye Chen’s younger brother began to rise and grow. 

"Ah. . . . . . ,Ah. . . . . . ,Ah. . . . . . Ye Chen, the teacher wants your big object. "Lin Rouxi suddenly shouted 

Ye Chen’s name. 

Ye Chen didn’t expect that Lin Rouxi’s fantasy object would be him. 

"Didn’t he signal me to conquer her, whether I should go in and immediately delight teacher Lin Rouxi" 

Ye Chen had an idea in his heart. 

"Something will come out", Lin Rouxi felt he was on the verge of the peak. 

"Ah. . . . . "Lin Rouxi finally made a climax. 

After climaxing Lin Rouxi’s body leaning against the chair, her body was still trembling a little because 

she had just reached the top. 

Ye Chen could no longer stand seeing a woman like Lin Rouxi comforting herself in this way. 

"Clik" Ye Chen opened the door to teacher Lin Rouxi’s room. 

Lin Rouxi who was resting was surprised to hear someone enter her office. 

" who is that? "Asked Lin Rouxi. 

"Teacher, it’s me Ye Chen" Ye Chen answered Lin Rouxi. 

"Ye Chen, what are you doing in my place? "Lin Rouxi frantically tried to tidy up her clothes. 

"What is teacher Lin? Don’t remember that you were the one who called me just now" Ye Chen smiled 

at Lin Rouxi. 

"Ye Chen, how long have you been there? "With a red face, Lin Rouxi asked Ye Chen. 

"It’s been" Ye Chen answered honestly. 

"Ah. . . . . . . There’s no way "Lin Rouxi didn’t expect Ye Chen to see herself doing such a thing. 

now what Lin Rouxi had to do, everything had been seen by Ye Chen, now she would be seen as a loose 

woman by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen locked the door and walked to Lin Rouxi’s side. 

Lin Rouxi’s heart was beating very fast when Ye Chen came towards her, Lin Rouxi’s face was already 

very red with embarrassment, as she recalled what she had just seen by Ye Chen, Lin Rouxi felt like 

dying. 

Ye Chen stood by Lin Rouxi’s side, he raised Lin Rouxi’s body quite easily. 



"Ye Chen, what do you want to do, quickly release me." Lin Rouxi tried to resist as Ye Chen raised her 

body. 

Ye Chen did not let Lin Rouxi break free, he sat in Lin Rouxi’s chair and lap Lin Rouxi on his thigh. 

"Teacher Lin, you are very fragrant" Ye Chen sniffed Lin Rouxi’s very fragrant body. 

Lin Rouxi stopped fighting, she felt her body become soft. 

Lin Rouxi could feel a very large, hard and hot object pricking her buttocks dishonestly. 

she knew what this thing was, this must be a brother who had fully hardened. 

"Ye Chen please let go of the teacher, the teacher feels uncomfortable" Lin Rouxi begged Ye Chen to let 

go of her. 

"No, Teacher, didn’t you say you wanted my big object, now let me give you that thing?" Ye Chen 

whispered in Lin Rouxi’s ear. 

While whispering Ye Chen did not forget to swipe his belongings in Lin Rouxi’s buttocks. 

Lin Rouxi couldn’t stand the stimulation like this, she felt his body was very hot and uncomfortable, like 

there were thousands of insects that spread all over her body. 

she did not think that Ye Chen would be this brave, "what should I do, whether I will be done by my own 

students" Lin Rouxi’s mind began to walk very wildly. 

From behind Ye Chen admired Lin Rouxi’s Jade neck, because Lin Rouxi’s hair was rolled up, Lin Rouxi’s 

jade neck could be seen clearly by Ye Chen, this looked very exciting. 

Ye Chen stuck out his tongue and licked the back of Lin Rouxi’s neck. 

"Ah. . . . . . Ye Chen, what are you trying to do? Lin Rouxi was amused when Ye Chen licked her body. 

"Of course I want to make the teacher happy" Ye Chen was bolder in teasing Lin Rouxi. 

"Ye Chen please stop, if you keep doing this the teacher won’t be able to hold it anymore" Lin Rouxi told 

Ye Chen to stop, otherwise Lin Rouxi would lose consciousness and do it with Ye Chen. 

"Teacher Lin, you don’t need to endure it, just let go of all the burdens in your mind" Ye Chen told Lin 

Rouxi to enjoy this. 

Ye Chen’s voice was like a whisper of the devil, who wanted to eat her soul. 

Ye Chen cringed at Lin Rouxi’s recollection, Lin Rouxi’s body shifted as Ye Chen bit her ear. 

Ye Chen was truly very skilled in pleasing Teacher Lin Rouxi’s body. 

Ye Chen’s hands also began to fall to the chest belonging to teacher Lin Rouxi 

Chapter 162 - Lin Rouxi's Promise 

Lin Rouxi felt Ye Chen’s hands begin to go down and touch her mountain peaks, Ye Chen began 

squeezing Lin Rouxi’s two mountain peaks. 



Ye Chen began to show his hand techniques. 

"Ah. . . . . , Ye Chen, don’t! "Lin Rouxi groaned very beautifully. 

"Teacher, I didn’t expect these two things to be very soft" Ye Chen squeezed more forcefully. 

"Ah. . . . . "Lin Rouxi felt very comfortable, the ability of Ye Chen’s hand was truly extraordinary. 

Ye Chen rolled Lin Rouxi’s shirt up, he then removed Lin Rouxi’s bra. 

This way Ye Chen could touch Lin Rouxi’s mountain tops directly. 

Lin Rouxi tried to let go of Ye Chen’s hand. 

How could Ye Chen want to let go of this very pleasant object, Ye Chen’s hand was very strong, this was 

no match for Lin Rouxi. 

"Ah. . . . . . "How can this be so much fun?" Ye Chen’s touch was really too delicious, Lin Rouxi felt her 

sanity begin to disappear. 

Seeing Lin Rouxi have started to fall into lust, Ye Chen became even more brave, he rolled up Lin Rouxi’s 

short skirt. 

This was the first time Lin Rouxi had worn a 20 cm skirt, usually Lin Rouxi had worn a skirt that was 30 

cm long. 

When wearing Lin Rouxi’s short skirt became a very sexy teacher, if only Lin Rouxi wanted to wear 

framed glasses it would have been sexier than this. 

"Ye Chen, I’m begging you to stop this, the teacher doesn’t want to do this", Lin Rouxi asked Ye Chen not 

to do something like this. 

Seeing Lin Rouxi still refusing Ye Chen a little disappointed, Ye Chen turned Lin Rouxi’s body, now the 

two were face to face. 

Lin Rouxi didn’t dare look at Ye Chen’s face, she turned her eyes to the side. 

when Lin Rouxi dodged his gaze, Ye Chen felt sad, Ye Chen held Lin Rouxi’s face so as not to run away 

again, he saw Lin Rouxi with a serious face "Teacher Lin, please look me in the eye, tell me whether you 

like me or not, if not then I won’t never again bothering the teacher in this life ". 

Hearing this Lin Rouxi’s body trembled, Ye Chen this time cornered herself, she had to make a good 

decision. 

If Lin Rouxi said he disliked Ye Chen, then maybe Ye Chen would ignore her, but if she said she liked Ye 

Chen, then she no longer deserved to be a teacher. 

Lin Rouxi’s mind was very chaotic, she could not think what to do in a situation like this. 

"Teacher quickly tell me" Ye Chen was waiting for Lin Rouxi’s answer. 

"Me. . . . , I like you, I really like you, are you satisfied now, "Lin Rouxi buried her head in Ye Chen’s chest, 

she didn’t expect to say something like this to her own student. 



After repeated considerations, finally Lin Rouxi obeyed her inner heart. 

Ye Chen was the person who was most happy when he heard this from Lin Rouxi, finally Ye Chen got the 

answer he wanted. 

"Teacher Lin, I love you too" Ye Chen hugged Lin Rouxi’s body very tightly. 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words just now Lin Rouxi’s heart felt flowery, she felt very happy while in Ye Chen’s 

arms, this was very comfortable and warm. 

Lin Rouxi didn’t realize that at this moment the two soft mountain peaks pressed Ye Chen’s chest very 

tightly, the sensation of both Lin Rouxi’s objects was extraordinary. 

Ye Chen took Lin Rouxi’s chin, he saw Lin Rouxi’s cherry mouth, Ye Chen brought his lips closer and 

kissed Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi shuddered slightly as Ye Chen kissed her lips, this was the first time Lin Rouxi had kissed a man, 

moreover the man was still her own student. 

Lin Rouxi enjoyed Ye Chen’s kiss, the feeling of a kiss was very great, this cannot be said with words. 

Ye Chen tried to insert his tongue into Lin Rouxi’s mouth. 

"Um. . . . . ., um. . . . . .um. . . . . . "Seeing Ye Chen try to get into her mouth, Lin Rouxi winced her teeth 

very tightly, she shook her head refusing what Ye Chen would do. 

Seeing his way closed by Lin Rouxi’s teeth, Ye Chen had his own way, he closed Lin Rouxi’s nostrils. 

Because the nostrils were closed by Ye Chen, Lin Rouxi had difficulty breathing, she opened her mouth 

to breathe. 

This was Ye Chen’s chance, Ye Chen immediately kissed Lin Rouxi and stuck his tongue into Lin Rouxi’s 

mouth. 

Lin Rouxi was not at all ready, she immediately bit her teeth again. 

"Teacher Lin don’t bite my tongue" Ye Chen begged Lin Rouxi to loosen her bite. 

Lin Rouxi felt guilty for biting Ye Chen’s tongue, she began to loosen her teeth. 

Ye Chen was happy because Lin Rouxi wanted to listen to his words, Ye Chen immediately snared Lin 

Rouxi’s tongue. 

Initially Lin Rouxi did not like this, but for a long time, Lin Rouxi’s idleness felt addictive, she began to 

work with Ye Chen. 

Both of them kissed adults passionately, with a little guidance from Ye Chen Lin Rouxi began to be very 

adept at kissing. 

After being quite satisfied with the kiss, Ye Chen finally wanted to release Lin Rouxi. 

"Teacher Lin, will you be my woman? "Ye Chen proposed to Lin Rouxi. 



"Ye Chen teacher of course wants, our problem will be unfair to Yanyan" Lin Rouxi still remembered 

Zhao Yanyan. 

If she took Ye Chen, wouldn’t that be unfair to Zhao Yanyan. 

"Teacher, you don’t need to worry about that, Yanyan will definitely accept our relationship." Ye Chen 

told Lin Rouxi not to worry too much about this. 

" How could it be ? "If Yanyan finds out about this, she will hate us forever", Lin Rouxi was afraid that if 

this was discovered by Zhao Yanyan then both of them would be hated by Zhao Yanyan. 

"Teacher, I will be honest with you, actually Yanyan often encourages me to get you, Yanyan said that 

she wanted to be a sister for life with you," Ye Chen told the truth to Lin Rouxi. 

"How is this possible? Ye Chen, are you trying to trick me? "Lin Rouxi could hardly believe what she just 

been with. 

Zhao Yanyan encouraged Ye Chen to find herself, whether it was true or a lie, Lin Rouxi did not know. 

"I’m telling the truth, if the teacher doesn’t believe why don’t you ask Yanyan yourself" Ye Chen 

returned to playing the two mountains of Lin Rouxi. 

"Ah. . . . . "If that’s true, I’m happy", Lin Rouxi felt happy if what Ye Chen said was the truth. 

now there was no longer a barrier in the relationship between her and Ye Chen. 

Lin Rouxi’s gaze on Ye Chen became very gentle, it seemed like Lin Rouxi was starting to accept Ye Chen 

completely. 

"Knock. . . ., Knock. . . ., Knock. . . ., Knock. . . ., "Someone knocked on the door. 

"Teacher Lin, are you inside?" someone called Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi frantically tried to break away from Ye Chen, Lin Rouxi had difficulty breaking away because Ye 

Chen was hugging her waist quite strongly. 

"Ye Chen, please let me go for a while" Lin Rouxi begged Ye Chen to let her go for a while. 

because Lin Rouxi’s request was very sincere, Ye Chen wanted to release Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi immediately tidied up her clothes and skirt, she began to style her hair neatly. 

Lin Rouxi went to the door to see who was outside. 

After the door opened, a middle-aged woman stood in front of Lin Rouxi’s door, it seemed like this 

woman had business with Lin Rouxi. 

"Teacher Lin, the teacher meeting will start soon, everyone is waiting for you to come there" It turns out 

this female teacher wanted to convey about the matter of the meeting to Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi almost forgot that today will be available for the teachers at this school "well, I’ll be there 

soon" Lin Rouxi promised to immediately go to the meeting place. 

After getting an answer, the middle-aged woman left from the front of Lin Rouxi’s room. 



Lin Rouxi closed the door and returned to Ye Chen’s side. 

"Teacher, what’s up? "Ye Chen asked Lin Rouxi, actually Ye Chen had heard a conversation between 

teacher Lin Rouxi and a middle-aged woman, Ye Chen wanted to know whether Lin Rouxi would go to 

the meeting place or not. 

"Ye Chen, I have to go to a meeting, I must apologize to you" Lin Rouxi was helpless, it seemed like Lin 

Rouxi had to postpone being Ye Chen for a while. 

hearing this Ye Chen was a little disappointed. 

Seeing Ye Chen disappointed, Lin Rouxi felt sad "Ye Chen teacher promised to give you that, but not now 

the teacher is not ready yet" Lin Rouxi promised her virginity to Ye Chen. 

"Well, I understand, but you must promise to be my woman from now on, no one can take you away 

from me", Ye Chen stood up and hugged Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi nodded at Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was satisfied to see teacher Lin Rouxi nodding "Teacher, as a form of your sincerity, how about 

you give me a kiss" Ye Chen wanted to see Lin Rouxi’s sincerity on him. 

"Hate, you still doubt the teacher" Lin Rouxi was not satisfied when Ye Chen doubted her love. 

"Teacher, that’s not what I meant, actually I just want the teacher to kiss me," Ye Chen tried to explain 

to Lin Rouxi. 

"I understand" Lin Rouxi stood on tiptoes and kissed Ye Chen’s lips. 

the two returned to kissing passionately, after quite satisfied Lin Rouxi took her lips off of Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen I have to go, s" Lin Rouxi took her bag and shyly left this room. 

Ye Chen saw Lin Rouxi’s departure, Ye Chen was already quite happy to get Lin Rouxi’s heart, for the 

matter of getting Lin Rouxi’s body it could be done at a later time. 

Chapter 163 - Su Yuya Looking For Her Younger Sister 

because he already had no business here, Ye Chen decided to leave Lin Rouxi’s room. 

Ye Chen immediately went to the school gate to meet Zhao Yanyan. 

When Ye Chen reached the front gate of the school, he did not find Zhao Yanyan’s whereabouts. 

Ye Chen used his spirit Sensei to find Zhao Yanyan’s whereabouts. It turned out that Zhao Yanyan was 

currently in the school hall. 

Zhao Yanyan is currently with Su Yuyu, it seems like Zhao Yanyan is training Su Yuyu in martial arts. 

"Ye Chen, is that you?", Someone called his name. 

Ye Chen immediately looked to the side, he saw Milf Su Yuya standing near the road. 



Su Yuya today wears after the light blue shirt, wearing this suit, Su Yuya accentuates her body that has 

developed very well, Su Yuya’s body can indeed attract the interest of all men, especially Su Yuya’s face 

is also beautiful, no trace of wrinkles are seen at the age of 35, it seems like Su Yuya has taken very good 

care of her body 

"Miss Su, what are you doing in this school? "Ye Chen asked why Su Yuya was in such a place. 

"You don’t need to be too formal, you can just call me Su Yuya" Su Yuya was uncomfortable being called 

by Miss Ye Chen, with her age of almost 35 years, she was no longer worthy of being called a miss 

anymore. 

"I’m picking up my little sister, she doesn’t usually ignore me like this" Su Yuya looks a little worried 

because her sister can’t be contacted at all. 

Su Yuya also checked her sister’s dormitory, in the dormitory, Su Yuya did not find the whereabouts of 

her sister. 

Su Yuya was afraid that something would happen to her sister. 

"Su Yuya, may I know your sister’s name? "Ye Chen wants to know who Su Suya’s sister is. 

"My sister’s name is Su Yuyu" Su Yuya said her sister’s name. 

"Oh, looks like I know where your little sister is, come with me" Ye Chen wanted to tell Su Yuuyu’s 

whereabouts to Su Yuya. 

Su Yuya followed behind Ye Chen, Ye Chen brought Su Yuya to the school’s hall, where Su Yuyu and Zhao 

Yanyan were practicing martial arts. 

Zhao Yanyan was seen teaching basic movements in battle. 

"Yuyu, why don’t you see me at the school gate immediately" Su Yuya scolded Su Yuyu. 

Su Yuyu stopped training, she then looked back, she saw her sister who was currently making an angry 

pose. 

"Sister what are you doing here" Su Yuyu immediately asked why her sister suddenly came to school. 

"You still ask, didn’t I give you a message last night, if I would come to pick you up home, didn’t you read 

the message I sent? ", Su Yuya looks even more fierce to the little girl Su Yuyu. 

Su Yuyu’s body shrunk a little, she was quite scared when Su Yuya scolded her. 

"Yuyu, actually what are you doing in a place like this" Su Yuya asked what was being done by Su Yuyu 

together with Zhao Yanyan. 

"Actually Yanyan’s Big Sister is teaching me martial arts" Su Yuyu immediately told her sister that she 

was now starting to practice martial arts. 

"Martial arts, Yuyu do not say that you force someone to train you things like that" Su Yuya knows very 

well how her sister’s temperament is. 



if Su Yuyu saw someone skilled in fighting, surely she would immediately ask that person to teach her 

martial arts. 

Su Yuya is helpless towards Su Yuyu’s hobby, as a woman why does Su Yuyu have to have such a hobby 

?, Is there no normal hobby that Su Yuyu can do. 

Su Yuya made Su Yuyu stay in a dormitory so that she forgot her strange hobby, but after a few months 

there was still no change at all, fortunately Su Yuyu’s roommate was able to accept Su Yuyu’s strange 

hobby. If not, Su Yuya did not know what she should do to this little sister. 

"No, I’m not at all forcing, Yanyan’s own sister who voluntarily wants to train me" Su Yuyu denied the 

words of Su Yuya. 

"Lying didn’t you force someone to train you," Ye Chen interjected from the side. 

"You. . . . "Su Yuyu pointed at Ye Chen with a bit of animosity. 

Su Yuya’s guess seems right, she must immediately bring home Su Yuyu so as not to bother Zhao Yanyan 

and Ye Chen. 

"Let’s go home" Su Yuya pulled Su Yuyu’s ear and prepared to take her away. 

"Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan, sorry that my younger sister bothers you both" Su Yuya apologized to Ye Chen 

and Zhao Yanyan, because of Su Yuyu’s actions, both of them were inconvenienced. 

"Sister, I’m not mistaken, quickly release me" Su Yuyu tried to break away from Su Yuya. 

Su Yuya did not let Su Yuyu run away. She held Su Yuyu’s hand so that it did not escape. Su Yuya brought 

Su Yuyu towards the school entrance gate. 

"Puchi, hahahahaha" Zhao Yanyan and Ye Chen were both laughing seeing this. 

"I did not think that Su Yuyu was the younger sister of Su Yuya" Zhao Yanyan did not know that Su Yuya 

had a little sister. 

"You are absolutely right, I deserve to feel that I have seen a face similar to Su Yuyu, it turns out that she 

is Su Yuya’s sister" Now Ye Chen knew why Su Yuyu’s face was familiar to her, apparently Su Yuyu and Su 

Yuya were family. 

"Ye Chen, let’s go back," Zhao Yanyan invited Ye Chen home. 

"Okay, let’s go home" Ye Chen nodded as he brought Zhao Yanyan to his car. 

Ye Chen drove his car to Zhao’s grandfather’s residence, he still had to pick up Su Mengxin who was at 

Zhao’s grandfather’s house. 

At this time in front of the residence of grandfather Zhao Jinshan’s house has been alerted hundreds of 

captives, this is done to secure Su Mengxin who was at the gate 

If something happened to Su Mengxin, surely Zhao jinshan would be blamed. That’s why Zhao Jinshan 

ordered 100 soldiers who were not on duty to protect Su Mengxin from death threats. 



Su Mengxin had been waiting for Ye Chen to come, according to what Zhao’s grandfather said, Ye Chen 

should have gone home earlier. 

until now Ye Chen had not come to pick her up. 

Finally, after waiting quite a long time, Su Mengxin saw Ye Chen’s car coming. 

Ye Chen immediately stopped in front of Su Mengxin, Ye Chen opened the door so Su Mengxin could get 

inside, Su Mengxin immediately got in the car "Mengxin have you been waiting long? "Asked Ye Chen. 

"I’ve been waiting for you for almost an hour, where exactly have you guys been," Su Mengxin 

complained to Ye Chen. 

"Sorry at school there was a little problem so we had to stay a little longer" Ye Chen apologized for being 

very late to pick up Su Mengxin. 

"Forget it, you don’t need to apologize, let’s go to your house" Su Mengxin looked impatient to go to Ye 

Chen’s house. 

Su Mengxin was very curious about the other two Ye Chen women, Su Mengxin really hoped that the 

other Ye Chen women could get along like Zhao Yanyan. 

"Well, let’s get to behavior." Ye Chen tried the accelerator and fled from the military district. 

The army assigned by Zhao Jinshan was relieved that their task was finished, they were very depressed 

because they had to protect a very important person, if something happened to Su Mengxin then their 

careers would all end here. 

Chapter 164 - Liu Yue's Company Is Having Problems 

Ye Chen drove to his villa, Zhao Yanyan and Su Mengxin talked about things they both liked, the two of 

them discussed what topics women liked. 

Ye Chen only listened to the conversation of the two girls from the side. 

After 20 minutes Ye Chen arrived in the golden Eagle district, Ye Chen immediately headed to his 

location of residence. 

When Ye Chen was driving into the villa courtyard, he saw Xiao Lulu watering a beautiful flower in the 

park, beside Xiao Lulu there was Fu Lanling who was currently admiring the beauty of this flower. 

Ye Chen didn’t remember that there were flowers in the courtyard of this villa, it seems like this 

beautiful flower was planted by Xiao Lulu and Fu Lanling. 

Seeing the arrival of Ye Chen’s car, Fu Lanling immediately turned around, she wanted to welcome Ye 

Chen. 

Xiao Lulu on the other hand also stopped watering plants, Xiao Lulu looks very happy working in this 

villa. 

Not only is the workplace comfortable, the people in this villa are also very kind to her, Xiao Lulu feels 

fortunate to be able to work in a place like this. 



After the car was parked, Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Su Mengxin immediately got out of the car. 

"Husband, Ye Chen’s big brother, welcome back" Fu Lanling and Xiao Lulu simultaneously welcomed Ye 

Chen’s arrival. 

"We are back," Ye Chen answered Fu Lanling and Xiao Lulu. 

Fu Lanling saw that there was an additional beautiful and glamorous woman walking behind Ye Chen, 

she did not yet know who this glamorous woman was. 

"Husband, who is this? "Fu Lanling asked who this glamorous woman was. 

"Oh, let me introduce to you, this is your new sister. . . " Ye Chen hadn’t finished saying, suddenly Su 

Mengxin came forward. 

"Hello, I am Su Mengxin, beautiful sister happy to meet you" Su Mengxin immediately introduced 

herself to Fu Lanling, she wanted to look good in front of Ye Chen’s other wife. 

because all women agreed to follow Ye Chen, they had to get along with each other. 

"I am Fu Lanling, nice to meet you" Fu Lanling welcomed Su Mengxin with a smile. 

Currently Fu Lanling is not wearing an original appearance, she is hiding her appearance with a nuwa 

ring. Apart from Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue and Chu Yuechan, no one could see her real appearance. 

Su Mengxin was happy to see Ye Chen’s other wife, very friendly to her. 

Su Mengxin looked to the side, there was also a beautiful and cute woman like a doll standing behind Fu 

Lanling, maybe this was another Ye Chen woman "Are you also Ye Chen’s wife, what is your name? "Su 

Mengxin wants to get acquainted with cute Xiao Lulu like a doll. 

Hearing this Xiao Lulu’s face immediately turned red, "no, I’m not the wife of big brother Ye Chen, I’m 

just a servant in this house." Xiao Lulu stuttered trying to explain to Su Mengxin. 

"Oh sorry, I thought you were a Ye Chen woman too" Su Mengxin apologized for mistaking Xiao Lulu for 

being Ye Chen’s woman. 

"Maybe now she is not yet Ye Chen’s woman, but one day that can happen" Zhao Yanyan laughed 

teasingly. 

Xiao Lulu’s face got even hotter, Xiao Lulu only dared to bow her head down, she didn’t dare to see the 

faces of all the people in this place 

"Yanyan stop teasing Xiao Lulu, you scared her" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan not to tempt Xiao Lulu 

anymore. 

" Hehehe, I understand" Zhao Yanyan still chuckled a little when she promised Ye Chen. 

"Oh yeah, where is Yue right now?" Ye Chen asked Liu Yue’s whereabouts, he did not feel Liu Yue in the 

villa at all. 

"If I’m not mistaken, Yue’s sister is currently in a place called the company, she said that there is a 

serious problem in that place" Fu Lanling explained to Ye Chen. 



Fu Lanling is still learning modern civilization, she still doesn’t really know the terms in the modern 

world. 

Ye Chen tried to contact Liu Yue’s cellphone, unfortunately Liu Yue’s cellphone was busy or diverted to 

another call. 

"Linger, has Liu Yue ever told you that this problem is serious? ", Ye Chen asked whether this problem 

was serious or not. 

"I don’t know, sister Yue only said that the company is having a problem, actually I want to accompany 

her to go, but Yue’s sister refuses," said Fu Lanling. 

"I will go there to see, maybe Yue needs my help" Ye Chen wanted to see the state of Liu Yue, maybe he 

was currently in trouble. 

"Do I need to go with you? "Fu Lanling wants to go together with Ye Chen. 

"You stay here just to look after Yanyan, Mengxin and Lulu" Ye Chen can go alone, anyway if there is a 

serious problem Ye Chen still has Ye Xiu a small fox strong enough to help him fight. 

"Well, I understand" Fu Lanling nodded at Ye Chen. 

"Yanyan you can bring Mengxin into the fairy gate, let her choose a suitable cultivation technique" Ye 

Chen wanted Zhao Yanyan to bring Su Mengxin into the fairy gate, to start the path to become a 

cultivator. 

"Take it easy, I will help her become a cultivator" Zhao Yanyan promised to do what Ye Chen told her to 

do. 

After informing that, Ye Chen immediately returned to the car and drove towards Liu’s company. 

A few tens of minutes later Ye Chen arrived in front of Liu’s company, in front of the company there 

were a lot of ambulances and medical personnel with ill-equipped equipment brought sick people into 

the ambulance 

Ye Chen saw that these people’s lips were a little pale black, surely those people had been poisoned by 

someone. 

Ye Chen immediately got out of the car, he searched for Liu Yue’s whereabouts with spirit sensei, Liu Yue 

was currently on the 10th floor with dozens of strangers, 

After knowing where Liu Yue was, Ye Chen immediately rushed to the 10th floor to meet Liu Yue. 

in the middle of the journey Ye Chen smell poison powder everywhere, this powder is very difficult to 

know because the smell can mix with the surrounding area, this powder can make a person have 

difficulty breathing, dizziness and the body becomes paralyzed in a few days. 

If the person affected by this poison is not handled properly, it is quite dangerous and can result in 

death. 

This poison powder is not possible to be made by ordinary people, only poison experts can make 

powder like this, people who spread this poison porridge must have evil intentions on Liu Yue. 



Ye Chen resumed his journey to the 10th floor, when he reached the 10th floor, there were many 

people who were sitting on the floor. some of these people have difficulty breathing. 

Ye Chen knew that some of these people had been exposed to the poison that had been spread in every 

corner of the company. 

Liu Yue herself was watching the people in front of her sadly. 

Liu Yue did not understand what really happened to her employees today, suddenly many people fell ill 

within a few hours. 

This does not only happen at the head office, even the company’s branch office reports that there are 

many employees who suddenly fall ill. 

Liu Yue is currently looking for the source of the problem, what makes the employees in this company 

suddenly fall ill. 

Liu Yue mobilized the best scientists in the company to investigate the cause of this tragedy, after 

finishing examining food and water samples, scientists did not find anything strange. 

Liu Yue increasingly helpless, if this continues then the company will not be able to run normally, the 

resulting loss will be very extraordinary. 

Chapter 165 - Look For The Enemy Identity 

Ye Chen moved towards Liu Yue’s side "Yue, are you alright? "Ye Chen immediately asked Liu Yue’s 

situation, she was worried about Liu Yue’s condition. 

"Husband, I’m fine," Liu Yue immediately hugged Ye Chen. 

Liu Yue was quite touched to hear that Ye Chen was very worried about her. 

some employees and staff who saw this their jaws almost fell in shock, they saw the great business 

queen Liu Yue hugging and calling on this young man Husband, since when was chairman Liu Yue 

married, why did they all not know this?. 

"Actually, what is happening in this place? "Ye Chen asked Liu Yue what happened in this building, why is 

there so much poison powder that fills every corner of this building. 

"Husband, please help me find out what happened to them" Liu Yue pointed at some employees who 

currently looked pale and looked unhealthy, in fact Liu Yue did not want to bother Ye Chen too much for 

small matters like this, but he was unable to solve the problem this alone. 

Liu Yue found a way to find out what happened to the employees in her company. 

"Yue, they were all poisoned, it seems like there is someone who intends evil on your company", Ye 

Chen told Liu Yue what was happening to these people. 

"So all my employees were poisoned" It turns out that Liu Yue was right, the employee at this company 

was poisoned by someone. 



but who is the one who wants to harm this many people, if indeed that person is targeting the company, 

the target should be her. 

Liu Yue did not know what was thought by the person who poisoned the employees at her company. 

"Husband, is this poison dangerous? Liu Yue immediately asked whether this poison was dangerous or 

not. 

"You don’t need to worry that this poison won’t be dangerous, as long as it’s handled properly, then it 

will be fine, first we remove them from here, the whole company has been contaminated with poison 

powder, it’s not good to stay in this place" first Ye Chen told Liu Yue to move these people out of the 

building. 

"Well, I understand" Liu Yue immediately did what Ye Chen told her to do. 

"Everyone, let’s get out of this building, please help people who are unable to walk out of the building." 

Liu Yue told everyone to help one another, so that they could get out of this building. 

All employees and staff immediately help people who can not walk away from this building. 

Liu Yue also contacted other branch offices to do the same thing as the one here. 

Ye Chen took a note paper and wrote a few words on it, this is a recipe for detoxifying poison along with 

how to process medicinal ingredients, "Yue you can immediately buy the medicinal material that I have 

written, and give it to everyone who is poisoned". 

Liu Yue received the medicine prescription paper from Ye Chen, she immediately entrusted everything 

to her secretary. 

This building was empty, only Liu Yue and Ye Chen were in this building 

Now all that’s left is to find out who the perpetrators want to harm this company. 

"Yue where is this office’s CCTV monitoring room? ", Ye Chen immediately asked where the surveillance 

room was. 

Ye Chen hoped the culprit could be caught on a CCTV camera that was placed at several points in this 

building. 

"Come here" Liu Yue pulled Ye Chen’s hand and took him to the CCTV monitoring room. 

After arriving, Liu Yue played back the CCTV footage, she and Ye Chen were both watching the recording 

that looked suspicious. 

At a certain moment all the cameras suddenly turned off and the recording was interrupted, Ye Chen 

raised his eyebrows, it seemed this person was very smart, he deliberately turned off the CCTV before 

taking action. 

"wife, try to play the footage in this room", Ye Chen asked Liu Yue to play the CCTV in this monitoring 

room. 



When the recording is playing, there is a man in an old robe who enters this room, this man is very easy 

to disable the guards in this room, in the process this mysterious man only needs to move one finger, a 

green mist starts to emerge from the body of a person this. 

the guards inhaling the mist were holding their neck in pain, a few moments later the guards lost 

consciousness and lay on the floor. 

it could be seen that this person must be a poison cultivator, Ye Chen suspected that this person had a 

connection with Du Yao’s sect. 

this was only Ye Chen’s conjecture temporary, he did not know whether his guess was right or wrong 

"Yue might be that this person is from the same sect as Du Yao, maybe they want to avenge your 

company" Ye Chen told her the allegations he had. 

"Husband, maybe you’re right, it seems like the sect of Du Yao is taking revenge on me and this 

company" Liu Yue was angry with the sect of poisons, in this case they involved thousands of innocent 

people. 

Now that Liu Yue is a cultivator, she is no longer afraid like before. 

"Husband, how do we find this poison sect, if it is made possible they will continue and continue to look 

for problems in this company", today’s problem has been resolved thanks to Ye Chen’s help, but the 

root of the problem has not been eradicated, surely people from the poison sect will continue to arrive 

at her company. 

Now that Liu Yue is a cultivator, she is no longer afraid like before. 

"Husband, how do we find this poison sect, if it is made possible they will continue and continue to look 

for problems in this company", today’s problem has been resolved thanks to Ye Chen’s help, but the 

root of the problem has not been eradicated, surely people from the poison sect will continue to arrive 

at his company. 

"You don’t need to worry, let’s find their whereabouts," Ye Chen called Ye Xiu out. 

when Ye Xiu’s little fox came out a little to yawn, it looks like this fox just woke up. 

Ye Chen was helpless, he really was like raising a lazy pig whose only work was to sleep. 

"Little fox, it’s time for you to work, now quickly find a cultivator who was a moment ago in this place." 

Ye Chen ordered Ye Xiu to look for traces of cultivators from the poison sect. 

the smell of the nine-tailed fox is very strong, the nine-tailed fox can smell someone tens of thousands 

of kilometers away. 

Fox Ye Xiu shook her head, she did not want to be told to do something like this. 

"You lazy bum, if you don’t want to do this, there is no food ration I will give you." Ye Chen threatened 

not to give medicinal plants and peaches in heaven to the fox Ye Xiu. 

"Nyuu, Nyuu" Ye Xiu immediately protested to Ye Chen, because she did not want the food rations that 

he had taken by Ye Chen, Ye Xiu’s fox was forced to do what Ye Chen told her to do. 



Ye Xiu started sniffing around this place, after a while, this fox discovered the smell of cultivators from 

the poison sect. 

"Nyuu, Nyuu" Ye Xiu told Ye Chen and Liu Yue to follow her. 

Ye Chen immediately followed behind Ye Xiu, because Liu Yue was still unable to catch up to the speed 

of him and Ye Xiu, Ye Chen had to carry Liu Yue. 

Ye Xiu jumped from the building, she flew over the horizon collar, Ye Chen also did the same thing as Ye 

Xiu, he jumped and followed in the direction where the fox Ye Xiu went. 

Ye Xiu led Ye Chen and Liu Yue off to a building that was quite majestic and tall, this building could 

almost rival Liu Yue’s company building. 

Ye Xiu pointed down using his tail. 

Ye Chen understood that the person he was looking for was in this building. 

After telling the location of the person who was looking for Ye Chen, Ye Xiu turned into particles and 

disappeared. 

"Isn’t this the Jun Company building, why did Ye Xiu ask us to come here? "Liu Yue muttered, Liu Yue 

certainly knows who owns this building. 

"Yue, do you know the owner of this building? "Ye Chen saw that Liu Yue already knew the owner of this 

building. 

"Of course, this building belongs to Jun Jing who is quite rich and famous in this city, I hear that now the 

new chairman of the company is his son, Jun Moxi," Liu Yue explained to Ye Chen. 

Chapter 166 - The Location Of The Poison Sec 

It turns out that this building is owned by Jun Jing, father of Jun Moxi, Ye Chen once dealt with Jun Moxi 

while escorting Xia Qingyu. 

Had that person dared to hire a cultivator to harm and destroy Liu Yue’s business, if he was brave then 

Ye Chen would not let go of that person. 

"Husband, do you want Jun Jing to be the culprit?" Liu Yue suspected that the enemy behind all this was 

Jun Jing. 

"Let’s go inside, to ensure the truth" Ye Chen invited Liu Yue into the building to find out the truth. 

Ye Chen already knew where the location of this cultivator was, he was currently in a room with 

someone. 

Ye Chen brought Liu Yue into the room, Ye Chen made a barrier that could not be found by the 

opponent. 

In this room, Ye Chen saw a similar poison cultivator in the CCTV footage, at this time the poison 

cultivator was talking to the middle-aged man in front of him. 

this guy is definitely Jun Jing, middle-aged man is around 45 ~ 50 years old. 



"Senior Du Gou, how is today’s business going well?" Jun Jin immediately asked if everything was going 

well. 

It turns out that this is Du Gou, the elder in the poison sect, "You don’t need to worry, Liu’s company has 

now spread my poison, starting all their activities will stop completely". 

"That is very good, now we are just waiting for Liu’s company to experience setbacks, I will try to 

accompany public opinion if Liu Yue is not good in treating the employees in the company, so the 

prestige of Liu Yue will go down" Jun Jing came up with his own plan, after Liu’s company suffered a 

setback, it was the right time for him to take over Liu Yue’s company. 

"I will help you as much as possible, and according to our agreement for the results of 50% ~ 50%", it 

seems like these two people from the beginning have done a planned transaction. 

The poison sect does not dare to openly do things like this, if this is known by a six-door organization 

then all their efforts will be in vain, they need someone to be made into a tool so that it is not known 

Therefore Du Gou used Jun Jing as a piece to successfully plan Liu Yue’s wealth. 

In addition to seeking revenge for Du Khun’s death, the poison sect really needs funding to buy various 

medicines to accelerate the rise in their cultivation bases. 

"Senior Du Gou, you don’t need to worry, I will definitely remember the agreement we made before," 

Jun Jing didn’t know at all that he was only used as a tool for the prosperity of the poison sect, Jun Jing 

was too tempted by the benefits he could get from Du Gou. 

Who in this city is not tempted by Liu’s enormous corporate wealth. 

Even Liu’s company wealth is 20 x bigger than all the assets owned by Jun Jing right now. 

Hearing the conversation of these two people, made Liu Yue angry, she did not think that Jun Jing had 

anything to do with the problems in her company. 

Liu Yue wanted to move forward and give lessons to these two people. 

Ye Chen immediately stopped Liu Yue who tried to act rashly. 

"Husband, let go of me, I want to give these two people a decent lesson" Liu Yue tried to break away 

from Ye Chen. 

"Yue don’t be rash, that man’s strength is above you, you’re not his opponent" Du Gou’s strength has 

reached the peak of the Earth Realm, with Liu Yue’s current strength, Liu Yue is not a match for Du Gou. 

"husband, why don’t you act, with your current strength, you can definitely paralyze that person very 

easily, so I can teach Jun Jing a lesson." Liu Yue questioned why Ye Chen did not act against Du Gou. 

"Yue, Jun Jing is not a threat to us, now what we need is to find out the location of the poison sect, if we 

can destroy the poison sect, you can do what you want to Jun Jing." Ye Chen made Liu Yue understand a 

little what to done, the biggest threat was the poison sect, that’s why Ye Chen intended to destroy the 

poison sect. 

Liu Yue understood, she began to become calmer. 



Ye Chen listened again to the conversation between these two people. 

"Jun Jing, did you finish what I asked yesterday?" Du Gou asked whether Jun Jing had finished what he 

told me yesterday. 

"Of course, everything is in here." Jun Jing gave a document to Du Gou. 

The contents of this document are details about Ye Chen’s background and details. 

Du Gou read all the details of Ye Chen’s data, from here he did not see anything special about this man 

named Ye Chen. 

Du Gou began to wonder if this person really was the murderer of his third brother. 

"You work really well, I like it" Du Gou was satisfied seeing Jun Jing’s work. 

Du Gou put the document in the clothes "My business here is finished, I will return to the sect first" Du 

Gou said goodbye. 

Du Gou opened the window and jumped down, Jun Jing was shocked to see what Du Gao was doing, this 

was the top floor which was hundreds of meters high from the ground, if someone fell from above here 

they would surely die right away. 

It seems like Jun Jing met someone who has capabilities beyond human reason, Jun Jing began to 

believe, all plans to seize the company of Liu Yue will definitely run smoothly. 

with the help of someone as strong as this everything will definitely be very easy. 

This was an opportunity to find out the location of the poison sect, Ye Chen took Liu Yue away to follow 

Du Gou. 

From above the sky Ye Chen always saw Du Gou’s movements, Ye Chen never let go of attention from 

Du Gou’s body. 

Du Gou jumped from building to building, he intended to leave this city. 

Ye Chen and Liu Yue continued to follow in Du Gou’s footsteps, Du Gou looked very careful, Du Gou 

looked back several times to make sure no one followed him. 

Du Gou also circled several times to make sure no one knew the location of the poison sect. 

Ye Chen followed Du Gou very patiently, 2 hours later Ye Chen finally saw a building with ancient 

architecture visible several hundred meters in front of him. 

This building is covered by a barrier so it cannot be seen by ordinary people. 

It looks like this is the headquarters of the poison sect, Du Gou immediately headed to this ancient 

building, when going inside, he was greeted by 2 guards who looked very respectful of Du Gou. 

Du Gou entered and headed for the building in the middle, from above the sky Ye Chen saw Du Gou 

disappear into the building. 



Liu Yue, who was currently in the arms of Ye Chen, could also see the location of this ancient building, 

this building was located in the middle of a forest that was very rarely visited by humans. 

"Husband, we have found the poison sect headquarters, what are we going to do next?" Liu Yue asked 

what Ye Chen would do next. 

"Of course we will destroy this sect", Ye Chen had to destroy a sect like this. The poison sect was an evil 

sect that was quite dangerous for Ye Chen’s family, they deserved to be destroyed. 

Ye Chen brought Liu Yue down to the ground "Yue do you want to come or live here? Ye Chen asked 

whether Liu Yue wanted to fight or just stay here. 

"Of course I come, I want to try the fighting skills that I have been training all this time" Liu Yue wants to 

try the fighting skills that she has trained with Fu Lanling. 

Liu Yue knew that sooner or later this would definitely happen too, the world of cultivators was a hard 

world, battles between cultivators could not be avoided. 

Fu Lanling had said to Liu Yue that one day she would definitely meet a situation where you had to kill 

enemies to protect everyone you belonged to. 

Liu Yue still has conflict in her heart, whether she is able to do such a thing, for Liu Yue, killing is not as 

easy as talking, she is still afraid when thinking about such a thing. 

Chapter 167 - Power Of Blue Moon God Art 

"Alright, yue make sure not to be too kind to people from the poison sect, they are very cunning people, 

their bodies are filled with a variety of poisons that can be used to attack you when you let your guard 

down a little." Ye Chen told Liu Yue to be careful when fighting cultivators from the poison sect. 

Ye Chen would take care of strong cultivators, while Liu Yue could take care of cultivators whose level 

was comparable to the current cultivation base. 

Liu Yue took out a blue sword from the storage ring, this sword was given by Fu Lanling as a gift for her, 

the sword named blue jade. This sword was not only very light but also very sharp. 

"Yue where did you get the sword from?" Ye Chen asked who had given Liu Yue a sword as good as this. 

"This was given by Lanling’s sister, she said this sword is suitable for me to use" Liu Yue quite liked the 

sword given by Fu Lanling, besides being light it was also easy to use. 

it turns out that this sword was given by Fu Lanling, it is fitting that the quality is very good. 

"Let’s go" Ye Chen invited Liu Yue to the poison sect. 

Ye Chen invited Liu Yue to go to the poison sect gate, the two sect gate guards saw Ye Chen’s arrival, as 

Ye Chen approached the two guards immediately on standby. 

When the two guards looked at Liu Yue who was very beautiful, they immediately drooled, the two 

guards had never seen a woman as beautiful as this before. 



Poison sect is an evil sect, this sect usually kidnaps girls / women from the countryside for experiments 

and to satisfy lust. 

Seeing a woman as beautiful as Liu Yue, made these two guards excited. 

Liu Yue saw the indecent gazes from the two gatekeepers of the poison sect, she was very upset to see 

how these two people looked at her. 

Ye Chen also saw how these two people looked at Liu Yue, how dare these two people looked at his wife 

with such a gaze. 

Ye Chen used the nine steps down and appeared behind the two sect guards, these two people were 

completely unprepared when Ye Chen attacked. 

"Bamm. . . ., bamm. . . , "Ye Chen immediately hit these two people very strongly. 

The two sect guards were currently on the ground, they were both spewing out mouthfuls of blood, 

because the injuries were too serious they immediately lost consciousness. 

"Let’s go in." Ye Chen and Liu Yue went inside. 

because this sect installed Ye Chen’s protective aray must first destroy this aray. 

"Ringing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "After the barrier was destroyed the sect’s alarm sound 

sounded very loud. 

"You all come out" Ye Chen shouted, Ye Chen’s scream echoed throughout the entire sect. 

Hearing there was a warning that the enemy was attacking, the poison sect disciples immediately left 

their cultivation sites. 

Meanwhile in the main hall Du Gou was discussing his plans with Du Naru. 

"Second younger brother, how can you be so rash, we haven’t found out about the enemy, how dare 

you do such a thing" Du Naru scolded Du Gou for making a decision too quickly. 

At the moment their sect doesn’t know how strong a man named Ye Chen is, if a sect offends a strong 

person, this could be a disaster for the sect. 

"First brother, you don’t need to worry, I have already found out the origin of the person who killed the 

third brother, that person is very ordinary even his background is very normal, I think he can kill the 

third brother by using underhanded methods. "Du Gou throws a document containing Ye Chen’s 

identity. 

Du Naru took the document that was on the table, after reading it Du Naru saw that this young man was 

very normal, there wasn’t anything specific about this person. 

Was Du Yao wrong in thinking that the person who killed Du Khun ?, Du Naru began to think that maybe 

this person was not Du Khun’s killer. 

When these two people were discussing, the sect’s alarm alarm sounded. 



Suddenly Du Gou and Du Naru stood up and came out of the main hall, they wanted to see what was 

happening outside. 

When Du Gou and Du Naru came out, they saw that there were two people who were surrounded by all 

the sect’s students. 

the two of them are a pair of men and women, Du Gou and Du Narusangat familiar with these two 

people. 

One was Ye Chen and the other was Liu Yue, despite being surrounded by dozens of people, Ye Chen 

and Liu Yue were still very relaxed. 

The two of them waited for everyone in the sect to come here, it would be easier to defeat them 

together, Ye Chen had already closed all escape access to the poison sect, inevitably they had to fight 

with him and Liu Yue. 

"You are brave enough to come here, don’t you know that you are currently entering the lion’s den, 

hahaha" Du Gou laughed seeing Ye Chen come to this Sect voluntarily, this way he didn’t need to bother 

looking for Ye Chen anymore. 

"How did you get here? "Unlike Du Gou, Du Naru is more careful when he sees Ye Chen, he doesn’t want 

to underestimate the enemy even though the enemy has been cornered. 

Ye Chen chuckled seeing Du Gou who looked very arrogant "I did come here on purpose, I came here to 

destroy your sect". 

Not only Du Gou and Nu Naru were angry after hearing this, the sect’s students were also very angry 

when they heard Ye Chen’s words just now. 

"What are you waiting for, quickly kill these two people" Du Gou roared, he ordered all the students 

who had surrounded Ye Chen and Liu Yue. 

Without saying much all the students immediately fired poisonous projectiles and poison gas at Ye Chen 

and Liu Yue. 

"Yue you handle all of them, make sure to remain careful" Ye Chen let Liu Yue handle the poison sect 

disciples. 

Liu Yue immediately pulled out her sword, she used the steps of the Blue Moon Shadow to blink, Liu Yue 

instantly moved behind the sect’s poison disciples. 

After Liu Yue moved, the place where she had stood had been replaced by a number, the poison sect 

disciples only attacked Liu Yue’s substitute. 

"Ah. . . . ! "A scream of pain rang out, Liu Yue immediately stabbed several poison sect disciples from 

behind. 

The poison sect students who were stabbed did not know that Liu Yue was behind him, right now they 

were focusing on attacking Liu Yue’s shadow. 



"How is it possible" some sect disciples could not believe seeing Liu Yue had fallen far behind them, if 

this person was behind them, then what did they just attack? 

Liu Yue didn’t talk much, she used the Blue Moon Shadow blink and returned to attacking the disciples 

of the poison sect. 

The disciples of the poison sect couldn’t see the direction of Liu Yue’s attack, every time they carried out 

the attack only on Liu Yue’s shadow, after that they only realized that it had been stabbed by Liu Yue’s 

sword. 

Ye Chen saw how Liu Yue fought, he saw that Liu Yue was already very skilled in using the Blue Moon 

God art. 

Even some students who were already in the early stages of Earth Realm were unable to compete with 

Liu Yue’s skills. 

Too bad Liu Yue didn’t directly kill these people, if Liu Yue wanted to she should have stabbed the heart 

of a disciple from the poison sect. 

Seeing that there was no chance of victory, the poison sect disciple tried to escape Liu Yue. 

Liu Yue did not give these people any chance to escape, she continued to attack the disciples of the 

poison sect. 

Du Gou was furious to see his student dropped by Liu Yue, Du Gou rushed towards Liu Yue to attack her 

"how dare you hurt my student". 

Du Gou’s palm turned black, this palm contained a very dangerous poison. 

"Bamm" Ye Chen arrived in front of Du Gao, he stopped Du Gou’s attack by using a punch, Du Gou who 

received Ye Chen’s punch immediately retreated tens of meters. 

"You can’t interfere, your opponent is me" Ye Chen would not let these two people interfere with Liu 

Yue’s battle. 

Du Gou looked at Ye Chen with a killing look, his entire palm shaking with pain, Du Gou had no idea that 

Ye Chen would become this strong. 

Chapter 168 - Kill Du Gou And Du Naru 

Du Naru immediately went to Du Gou’s side to see how he was "Second brother, are you okay?" Du 

Naru helped Du Gou stand up, he saw that in the exchange of blows Du Gou was clearly defeated. 

Du Naru looked at Ye Chen, how this young man had such great strength at a very young age. 

"First brother, let’s join hands to defeat this person" Because he couldn’t defeat Ye Chen alone, Du Gou 

invited Du Naru to work together to defeat Ye Chen. 

Du Naru nodded, he knew that if the two did not cooperate, they might lose, both of them 

simultaneously released deep energy, Du Naru and Du Gou’s body was covered by a green aura. 

The pressure held by these two people was quite strong, the ground beneath them began to crack. 



Du Naru and Du Gou simultaneously went to attack Ye Chen. 

Du Naru and Du Gou attacked Ye Chen from both sides, the palm used to hit Ye Chen contained a very 

deadly poison, "bamm. . . . . ., bamm. . . . . ., bamm. . . . . ., bamm. . . . . ., ". 

Ye Chen welcomed Du Gou and Du Naru’s attacks, for Ye Chen the poison belonging to Du Gou and Du 

Naru would not be able to harm him at all. 

Du Naru and Du Gou attacked Ye Chen very blindly 

"Bamm. . . . , bamm. . ... . "Ye Chen kicked Du Gou’s head and Du Naru’s chest. 

Both of them flew backwards, they both held the part that Ye Chen had just kicked with pain. 

"Motherfucker, has this person reached the realm of Sky Realm" even after Du Gou collaborated with 

Du Naru, they both still had no advantage when fighting with Ye Chen. 

"Be careful these two people are very strange, their strength is not the same as the cultivation base they 

have" Du Naru has repeatedly inspected the cultivation base, Ye Chen and Liu Yue. 

Ye Chen was only the 2nd level Earth Relam, while Liu Yue was only the 7th level Spirit Profound Realm, 

with a cultivation base like that how these two people could fight a much stronger enemy. 

Ye Chen was currently hiding his cultivation base by using the Reideran Pendant necklace, as a celestial 

tier artifact, the Reideran Pendant necklace could hide Ye Chen’s power so perfectly, that even 

cultivators in the deva realm would not be able to feel Ye Chen’s true strength. 

"Are you going to keep silent there, okay if you don’t want to attack, let me attack you" Ye Chen used 

the nine shadow step and started hitting Du Gou and Du Naru. 

"Bamm. . . . , bamm. . . . , bamm. . . . , bamm. . . . , bamm. . . . , "Ye Chen landed dozens of blows on Du 

Gou and Du Naru’s bodies. 

Du Gou and Du Naru had tried their best to fend off Chen Chen’s attack, unfortunately they couldn’t 

guess at all where Ye Chen’s attack had come from. 

Du Gou and Du Naru did not believe that this power could be possessed by people with a cultivation 

base that was only at the second level of the Earth Realm. 

Ye Chen and Du Naru began to bleed, receiving Chen’s punch from the body. The blood that came out 

was not red but black. 

"Is this all you have?" Ye Chen wanted to show that they made a big mistake while looking for trouble 

with him 

"Damn I can not stand it anymore, let’s show the true strength of the sect of poison" Du Gou no longer 

know to accept defeat like this. 

Du Gou immediately made a strange move, Ye Chen had seen this movement when fighting Du Khun. 

After completing the movements, Du Gou’s body began to emit a large amount of black liquid, this black 

liquid appeared and formed a giant snake monster. 



This giant snake had a length of 15 meters and a width of almost 2 meters, this snake hissed towards Ye 

Chen. 

Du Gou came out of the head of this giant snake "this time I want to see how you will beg under my 

feet" Du Gou’s giant snake headed towards Ye Chen, this snake opened its huge jaws to eat Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen did not avoid at all, he waited for the arrival of this monster snake. 

Ye Chen was immediately eaten by this giant monster, 

"Husband" Liu Yue was worried about Ye Chen, now that Liu Yue had finished crippling all disciples of 

the poison sect, in fact he wanted to help Ye Chen, if Liu Yue intervened, she would instead burden Ye 

Chen. 

"Hahahaha, this is very easy" Du Gou laughed happily, now just waiting for Ye Chen’s body to be crushed 

by the poison that belongs to this giant snake. 

from inside the belly of this giant snake came out a very hot fire, this fire immediately began to spread 

throughout the body of the giant snake, within seconds the giant snake made of poison was burned into 

nothingness. 

Du Gou who fused with the body of this giant snake also disappeared into nothingness, he didn’t even 

have the chance to scream. 

"Second younger brother" Du Naru shouted Du Gou’s name, he was helpless to see Du Gou die right 

before his eyes. 

"I will kill you" Du Naru started to make strange movements like Du Gou. 

Ye Chen did not let Du Gou finish the ritual that he performed "breaking meteor blow, Boom" Du Naru’s 

body was flown several miles by Ye Chen. 

in the distance Du Naru saw Ye Chen with horror eyes, Du Naru began to lose consciousness and 

suddenly die on the spot 

Seeing this the sect’s poison disciples began to surrender voluntarily, now the two strongest Sects had 

died, no one could protect this sect anymore. 

"Husband" Liu Yue immediately ran towards Ye Chen, she hugged Ye Chen’s body with great pleasure. 

"Are you alright?" Ye Chen asked whether Liu Yue suffered injuries when fighting with students in the 

poison sect. 

"I’m fine" Liu Yue said that she was fine. 

The people in the poison sect were too weak, they relied too much on poison weapons to fight, as long 

as the poison weapons did not hit Liu Yue then the chance of victory was in the hands. 

"Husband, what will you do to these people", Liu Yue asked what Ye Chen would do to these people. 

"What if we just destroy them, that way they will not be able to threaten other people anymore" Ye 

Chen said a powerful way. 



"Husband, that is too cruel, they have given up not good to kill people who have given up" Liu Yue did 

not agree with Ye Chen’s way. 

"Then do you have any other way to treat them?" Because the way he was refused, Ye Chen wanted to 

know if there was another way to deal with the sect’s poison students. 

"What if we throw away their power, that way they won’t be able to harm other people." Liu Yue has a 

great way to deal with these people. 

"But they are a poison sect, even though they lost their power, they still have poison to use as 

weapons." Liu Yue’s idea was actually very good if used on ordinary cultivators, unfortunately this is a 

poison cultivator, such a method is not suitable for dealing with poison sect. 

Liu Yue began to think that her method could not be effective, as long as these people could still make 

poison everything would be useless. 

"Who is the person who dares to mess up in my sect" An angry roar could be heard from the horizon. 

Chapter 169 - PatriarChapter And Sect Ancestor 

Ye Chen and Liu Yue simultaneously saw the direction of the sound. 

They both saw that in the sky three people were floating, 2 men and one woman, 2 men looked 50 years 

old, while one woman was still 30 years old. 

Although it looks like they are under 50 years old, the age of these three people must be more than 100 

years. 

The strength of these 3 people has reached the beginning of the Sky Realm, these three people are Du 

Ren who is a patriarch of the sect, while the other two are Du Cou and Du Qing these two people are 

sect ancestors whose age is even older than Du Ren. 

these three people looked down at their sect, they saw that the elders of the Du Gou and Du Naru sects 

were dead, the sect’s disciples were also seriously injured. 

the culprit was definitely the two people below, Ye Chen and Liu Yue. 

"Yue, you retreat first, I’ll take care of them" Ye Chen told Liu Yue to stay away from this place. 

"Alright" Liu Yue didn’t ask much, she immediately went away from the location of the poison sect. 

Ye Chen floated up into the sky, he stood parallel to the 3 cultivators who had just come. 

"Who are you? Why are you doing this to my sect?" Du Ren didn’t attack right away, he wanted to know 

the reason why Ye Chen attacked his sect. 

"Do you need a special reason to attack the evil sect? , you really made me laugh "Ye Chen found it 

funny to hear this person’s words. 

"Young man, how dare you" Du Cou shouted at Ye Chen, as an old man who had lived for almost 200 

years, Du Cou had never met an arrogant young man like Ye Chen. 



"Brother, why bother talking to people like this, let’s just kill him", Du Qing was an impatient woman, 

she wanted to kill Ye Chen right away. 

Du Qing was the first person to try to attack Ye Chen, she used the poisonous nail she had to attack Ye 

Chen. 

As a sect ancestor, Du Qing’s power was above Du Ren, this woman was also known to be very cruel, she 

usually killed enemies and tortured them to beg for forgiveness. 

"Bamm !! Ye Chen used his left hand to hit Du Qing’s chest. 

Receiving this attack Du Qing immediately retreated hundreds of meters away, she held her chest in 

pain, blood began to emanate from Du Qing’s purple-colored lips. 

"Sister, ancestor" Du Ran and Du Cou rushed to Du Qing’s side, both of them seeing Du Qing’s condition. 

"Are you OK?" Du Cou drains deep energy to relieve the pain that Du Qing has. 

Du Cou is the person who best understands the power possessed by Du Qing, Du Qing who has reached 

the 2nd level of Sky Relam, with only one palm being struck down by this person. 

Moreover, this person’s strength was only the second stage of the Earth Realm, this was something 

beyond a cultivator’s reasoning. 

"I’m fine" Du Qing looked up at Ye Chen, this woman’s killing aura was very strong. 

"Actually, I don’t really like to hit weak women, but because you guys want to fight, I will serve you." Ye 

Chen told the three to go forward together. 

"This person is strong enough, let’s join hands to defeat him" Du Cou asked Du Ran and Du Qing to join 

hands against Ye Chen. 

Deep aura began to emerge from Du Cou and Du Qing’s bodies, they went towards Ye Chen to attack 

him, at the back of Du Ran tasked with throwing hundreds of poison projectiles towards Ye Chen, this 

was intended to inhibit Ye Chen’s movements, so Du Cou and Du Qing was more flexible when attacking 

Ye Chen. 

"Bamm. . . . . , bamm. . . . . bamm . . . . bamm . . . . bamm . . . . ", Above the sky Ye Chen exchanged 

several blows with Du Cou and Du Qing. 

Du Cou and Du Qing felt pressured, every time they exchanged blows with Ye Chen, they always 

suffered losses. 

While Du Ran’s poison projectile couldn’t touch Ye Chen’s body at all, every time it would hit Ye Chen, 

the poison projection was stopped by an invisible force. 

"Damn, what’s wrong with this person, why is his strength completely abnormal" Du Cou felt Ye Chen 

was very strange, this person’s strength was completely abnormal. 

"Brother, let’s use that technique to kill this person." Du Qing reportedly used a technique to deal with 

Ye Chen. 



"Well, let’s try" Du Cou and Du Qing fly to opposite sides, they are currently on Ye Chen’s right and left 

sides. 

"Toxic gas bursts killer" Du Cou and Du Qing open their mouths simultaneously, from Du Cou’s mouth 

came out green colored gas, while from inside Du Qing’s mouth came out purple gas. 

The two gases that were green and purple began to envelop Ye Chen’s body, these two gases began to 

mix and cause a very dangerous chemical reaction. 

This poison gas is like a substance that is very dangerous, if exposed to the skin it will immediately make 

the person’s skin melt until only the bones remain. 

If ordinary people or cultivators are weak to the point of poison, within seconds their bodies will melt 

and turn into bones. 

Moreover, this poison gas has been improved by the combined technique of Du Cou and Du Qing. 

Du Cou and Du QIng saw the poison gas they had released. 

"Strange, why aren’t you screaming? "Du Cou feels strange, he didn’t hear screams from Ye Chen. 

Usually people affected by this technique will scream in pain due to their melted skin, strangely until 

now there are no screams that can be heard by Du Cou. 

"Maybe he died immediately by our poison" Poison woman Du Qing suspected Ye Chen died instantly 

after being exposed to this poison gas. 

From inside the poison gas sprays a ray of light, the light is getting bigger until it swallows all the poison 

gas that exists. 

the speck of light turned out to be a flame, an enormous flame enveloping Ye Chen’s body. 

"How could he not be hurt after being exposed to our technique?" Du Qing could not believe that Ye 

Chen had not been injured in the slightest after being exposed to poison gas which had been increased 

by her and Du Cou. 

Even Ye Chen’s clothes did not show the slightest trace of scratches. 

Ye Chen looked at Du Cou and Du Qing who looked very surprised "actually I still want to play a little 

with you guys, unfortunately I don’t have time for that, let’s finish as soon as possible" Ye Chen didn’t 

want to stay too long to stay in this place, he wants to end all this immediately 

"Don’t be so arrogant, we just started" even before Du Qing finished her words, Ye Chen had already hit 

Du Qing to the ground. 

Du Qing on the ground vomited a lot of black blood. 

"How dare you, feel this, Broken Poison Claw?" Du Cou landed his carak on Ye Chen’s back. 

Ye Chen used the nine shadow step to avoid Du Cou’s "Breaking Meteor Blow" attack. Ye Chen landed 

an attack right on Du Cou’s head. 



"Booom" Du Cou hit the ground very strongly, this collision made a rather large crater, in the middle of 

this crater there is Du Cou which fills out a lot of blood. 

Chapter 170 - Poison King Monsters 

Seeing this Du Ran immediately rushed to save Du Qing and Du Cou. 

"Don’t come here", Du Cou forbids Du Ran from approaching. 

"Du Ran, hurry up you use that technique, we might not win against it, because the sect has been 

destroyed we better drag him along with the destruction of our sect" seeing no chance of winning from 

Ye Chen, Du Cou told Du Ran to use forbidden techniques, at most not even though their godly sect 

could still drag people who wanted to destroy the sect with them. 

"But. . . " Du Ran is still hesitant to use the technique, the forbidden technique requires a price to use it. 

"What are you waiting for, hurry up and do this command" Du Cou was almost out of breath while 

talking, he was almost at his limit. 

"Alright ancestor, I understand" Du Ran took a knife with a very complicated motif. 

Ye Chen wanted to see what Du Ran would do using that knife. 

Unexpected things done by patriarch Du Ran, he stabbed his own heart, blood began to come out of Du 

Ran’s chest. 

"Does this person intend to commit suicide?" Ye Chen thought that this person would commit suicide. 

Du Ran’s blood came out in large quantities, this blood could move on its own, the blood moved and 

formed a circle with various ancient writings. 

"O great king of poison, I offer sacrifice for you, Come. . . . . , come on . . . . . . come on . . . . . . "Du Ran 

shouted like calling something. 

The sky which was originally normal began to turn into complete darkness, "arghhhh. . . . ., arghhhh. . . . 

., arghhhh. . . . ., arghhhh. . . . "Everyone from the poison sect began screaming in pain. 

From the start of the mouth, nose and eyes came out a black liquid, Ye Chen did not know whether this 

was blood or poison, for sure this fluid came from the body of the sect’s poison students. 

It turns out that from inside the bodies of Du Qing, Du Cou, Du Gou, Du Naru and also the two guards 

that Ye Chen killed came out black objects just like the sect disciples. 

It’s like the essence of the starches of these people’s lives is absorbed by something. 

This large amount of liquid is gathering above the sky. This liquid forms a giant human body with a very 

scary face. 

The height of this giant man is at least 50 meters "roar. . . . . . "This giant human ambiance is very hard, 

even the ground around it shakes. 

This monster is the king of poison. 



From the king’s body the poison began to emit objects such as tentacles that spread throughout the 

place. 

These tentacles lay their hands on whatever they could reach, the trees and grass around here wilting 

because they were absorbed by these tentacles. 

seeing this Ye Chen immediately rushed to Liu Yue’s side, right now Liu Yue was avoiding the tentacles 

that were chasing her. 

"Slash" Ye Chen immediately cut the tentacles that were chasing Liu Yue. 

"Let’s stay away from this place" Ye Chen held Liu Yue away from this place. 

Ye Chen carried Liu Yue as far as possible, from a distance that was very far away Ye Chen saw that the 

giant human was getting bigger, now the height of this giant human had almost reached 80 meters. 

"Husband, what kind of monster is that actually? "Liu Yue was a little afraid to see this creepy giant 

human. 

"I also don’t know, for sure it is a forbidden technique that is used by the poison sect at the expense of 

all people in the poison sect." Seeing all the poison sect people die while summoning this giant human 

must be the price for this technique is life. 

It seems like Du Ran sacrificed all life in the poison sect to use this technique. 

This giant human seemed to not be controlled by anyone, he moved of his own volition. 

Ye Chen had to immediately destroy this monster, otherwise this monster would get stronger while 

absorbing living things around it. 

Ye Chen flew closer towards this giant human, Ye Chen used the "One hundred thousand fire Swords" to 

attack this giant human. 

One hundred Ye Chen’s flame swords instantly cut the giant human body into hundreds of parts. 

This was easier than Ye Chen had expected, these pieces did not fall to the ground at all, they returned 

to the air and returned to their original form. 

Ye Chen: -_- " 

"You’re kidding, how every enemy that I fight always has the ability to regenerate this fast, this is 

cheating" Ye Chen cursed enemies who always had very fast regeneration abilities. 

"Roar" The poison king was angry at Ye Chen, he shot poison from his mouth. 

Ye Chen avoided this burst of poison, the thing that came out of this giant human was very disgusting. 

The poison vomited by the poison king was effective enough that all those affected melted like wax. 

Seeing Ye Chen dodge, the poison king used thousands of tentacles to capture Ye Chen. 

"Slash. . . . . ., slash. . . . . ., slash. . . . . ., slash. . . . . ., slash. . . . . Ye Ye cut every tentacle that tried to get 

close to him. 



This makes the poison king even more angry. "Roar" This scream is far stronger than the first one, the 

scream can scare all the forest dwellers there, be it small insects or large animals they immediately go to 

flee as far as possible from the roar of the poison king . 

The poison king’s attack was getting crazy, he fired all the liquid in the body in all directions. 

"You will not be able to win, the king of poison is our sect’s sibol, he is the myth of the legend most 

feared by this world" Du Ran is very happy to see this beautiful view. 

While all the members of the sect were dead, Du Ran still retained the last power he had to see the 

poison king kill Ye Chen. 

it’s an honor to see the legend that destroyed dozens of sects in the past. 

In the past this monster had been summoned once, at that time the sect was really cornered by the 

combined attack of the royal family and also dozens of sects who intended to annihilate this poison sect. 

Due to being forced into life and death situations, sect leaders decided to use forbidden techniques, sect 

leaders sacrificed 90% of sect students to use this technique. 

The result was that all the combined forces of the royal family and several sects were wiped out, even 

though the price needed was indeed very large compared to the strength shown. 

Ye Chen didn’t care much about the words of the person who was dying, he used a hundred swords to 

encircle the body of this monster, unfortunately 100 swords were not enough to confine the body of this 

monster 

Ye Chen opened the Sage God Fire Vein, when the fire vein opened the Ye Chen Sword doubled to a 

thousand. 

A thousand swords of fire encircled the poison king’s body and surrounded him, the poison king tried to 

get out, Ye Chen’s sword was too strong it did not budge when attacked by the poison king. 

"Hell Prison" the poison king’s body which is currently locked in a fire is set on fire. 

"Roar. . . . . . "This monster’s despair screams were heard echoing throughout the forest. 

Ye Chen’s flame burned the king’s poisonous body without leaving anything. 

Du Ran can’t believe that the legendary poison king just lost, the sacrifice they all made was in vain. 

When the poison king was destroyed, the sky was clear again. 

Ye Chen walked towards Du Ran who was currently dying "all the things you did were useless". 

"Hehehe, you monster" Du Ran chuckled to Ye Chen, after saying the last words Du Ran closed his eyes, 

he had died his body turned into a lump of disgusting black liquid. 

"What do you want to say, it means nothing to me" Ye Chen didn’t care much about Du Ran’s talk. 

Finally everything was over, the poison sect had been destroyed, now no one could disturb Liu Yue’s life. 



now that he’s dealing with Jun Jing who is involved in this matter, Ye Chen and Liu Yue will definitely not 

let Jun Jing just let go. 

Ye Chen wanted to pick up Liu Yue who was in the distance back home. 

"Master, wait, it looks like I feel a very nice treasure aura" Chu Yuechan suddenly spoke in Ye Chen’s 

mind. 

 


